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Veho GM-1 Pro Gaming mouse pad Black, Blue

Brand : Veho Product code: VAB-401-MM1

Product name : GM-1 Pro

Alpha Bravo Gaming Mouse Pad, 2 layer

Veho GM-1 Pro Gaming mouse pad Black, Blue:

The Alpha Bravo gaming mouse mat pad is constructed of a 2 layer high profile fine polymer resin
surface for optimum performance. The geometric textured bottom ensures ultimate grip so the gaming
mat stays firmly in place.
Veho GM-1 Pro. Width: 296 mm, Depth: 236 mm. Product colour: Black, Blue, Surface coloration:
Monochromatic, Gaming mouse pad

Performance

Surface coloration * Monochromatic
Gaming mouse pad *
Product colour * Black, Blue

Weight & dimensions

Width * 296 mm
Depth * 236 mm
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